MONDAY 15TH OCTOBER 2018

08:30 – 09:00  Welcome Address | Dr. Hing Yan Lee, Executive Vice President APAC CSA

09:00 – 9:30  National Privacy Commission’s Data Privacy Act | Chairman Raymund Liboro, NPC Chairman

09:30 – 10:00  Panel Discussion: Privacy is Dead in a Smart City - Do you agree? | Moderator: Sam Jacoba | Panelists: Michael Gregg, ICTSI | Angel Redoble, Group CSO, ePLDT | Mon Liboro, NPC Chairman | Hermes Hermida, Cloud and Enterprise Business Lead, Microsoft

10:00 – 10:30  DISRUPTION: The Rise of the InfoSec Professional 2.0 | Luciano Santos, CSA Executive Vice President for Research

10:30 – 10:45  Coffee Break

10:45 – 11:15  Singapore’s Cloud Journey towards a competitive economy | William Liu, Chairman, Stream Global Pte Ltd. Singapore

11:15 – 11:45  Panel Discussion: Regulations are standing in the way of Cloud Adoption - True or False? | Moderator: Dr. Hing Yan Lee, Executive Vice President APAC CSA | Panelist: Usec Dennis Villorente, DICT Under Secretary | William Liu, Chairman, Stream Global Pte Ltd. Singapore | Youngsun La, Cloud Security Architect KISC Korea | Henry Hu, Aurora Security Taiwan

11:45 – 12:15  Building a solid foundation for the Global Village | General Hao Yeli, Vice Chairman of China Institute for Innovation and Development Strategy

12:15 – 13:15  Lunch

13:15 – 13:45  Trusted Hybrid Cloud - NIST’s Trusted Building Block and Ref Architecture | Tim Grance, Senior Computer Scientist, NIST

13:45 – 14:15  Cybersecurity: Road to Resiliency | Asec. Allan Cabanlong, DICT Assistant Secretary in Assistant Secretary, Cybersecurity and Enabling Technologies

14:15 – 14:35  Checkpoint Security | Checkpoint

14:35 – 14:55  Service Trust | Hermes Hermida, Cloud and Enterprise Business Lead, Microsoft

14:55 – 15:15  Migrating to the Cloud: A Top Five Strategic Checklist | Cyril Rockefeller, CEO, DataOne Asia

15:15 – 15:30  Coffee Break

15:30 – 15:50  Introduction to CSA Working Groups, Roundtable discussions | Haojie Zhuang

15:50 – 17:00  Working Group 1 | Mobile Application Security Testing Facilitator: Henry Hu

16:00 – 17:00  Working Group 2 | Data Privacy Facilitator: Asec. Abet Cabungcal

16:15 – 17:00  Working Group 3 | IoT and Blockchain Facilitator: Dr. Joe Chan

17:00 – 17:30  Closing and Raffle | Moiks Remouquillo, CSA Philippines Advisory Board

Tuesday 16TH OCTOBER 2018

08:30 – 09:00  Welcome Address | Ryan Ty, Chairman, CSA Philippines

09:00 – 9:30  National Privacy Commission’s Data Privacy Act | Chairman Raymund Liboro, NPC Chairman

09:30 – 10:00  Panel Discussion: Privacy is Dead in a Smart City - Do you agree? | Moderator: Sam Jacoba | Panelists: Michael Gregg, ICTSI | Angel Redoble, Group CSO, ePLDT | Mon Liboro, NPC Chairman | Hermes Hermida, Cloud and Enterprise Business Lead, Microsoft

10:00 – 10:30  DISRUPTION: The Rise of the InfoSec Professional 2.0 | Luciano Santos, CSA Executive Vice President for Research

10:30 – 10:45  Coffee Break

10:45 – 11:15  Singapore’s Cloud Journey towards a competitive economy | William Liu, Chairman, Stream Global Pte Ltd. Singapore

11:15 – 11:45  Panel Discussion: Regulations are standing in the way of Cloud Adoption - True or False? | Moderator: Dr. Hing Yan Lee, Executive Vice President APAC CSA | Panelist: Usec Dennis Villorente, DICT Under Secretary | William Liu, Chairman, Stream Global Pte Ltd. Singapore | Youngsun La, Cloud Security Architect KISC Korea | Henry Hu, Aurora Security Taiwan

11:45 – 12:15  Building a solid foundation for the Global Village | General Hao Yeli, Vice Chairman of China Institute for Innovation and Development Strategy

12:15 – 13:15  Lunch

13:15 – 13:45  Trusted Hybrid Cloud - NIST’s Trusted Building Block and Ref Architecture | Tim Grance, Senior Computer Scientist, NIST

13:45 – 14:15  Cybersecurity: Road to Resiliency | Asec. Allan Cabanlong, DICT Assistant Secretary in Assistant Secretary, Cybersecurity and Enabling Technologies

14:15 – 14:35  Checkpoint Security | Checkpoint

14:35 – 14:55  Service Trust | Hermes Hermida, Cloud and Enterprise Business Lead, Microsoft

14:55 – 15:15  Migrating to the Cloud: A Top Five Strategic Checklist | Cyril Rockefeller, CEO, DataOne Asia

15:15 – 15:30  Coffee Break

15:30 – 15:50  Introduction to CSA Working Groups, Roundtable discussions | Haojie Zhuang

15:50 – 17:00  Working Group 1 | Mobile Application Security Testing Facilitator: Henry Hu

16:00 – 17:00  Working Group 2 | Data Privacy Facilitator: Asec. Abet Cabungcal

16:15 – 17:00  Working Group 3 | IoT and Blockchain Facilitator: Dr. Joe Chan

17:00 – 17:30  Closing and Raffle | Moiks Remouquillo, CSA Philippines Advisory Board